Ceramics

Elegant, light and very white.
Available with a screenprint
or decal finishes.

The only 100% dishwasher
proof PhotoMug in Europe, plus
various other photo finishes.

PhotoMugs

Vibrant, pantone matched
ColourCoat Mugs, heat reactive
WoW Mugs and ChalkMugs
you can write on.

Specialist

Pantone matching ColourCoat
TravelMugs, full colour Photo
TravelMugs, Thermal Flasks
and water bottles.

TravleMugs

Reinforce your brand with our
exciting range of frosted and
colour matched glassware.

Glassware

We offer a range of robust
plastic mugs and tumblers, all
supplied in a variety of finishes.

Acrylic Mugs

A complete visual library
of all the styles of
drinkware we offer.

Body Styles

AntiBug®
treatment
available
Duraglaze®
treatment
available
Personalisation
service available

PhotoMugs

Choose from our three elegant
and popular porcelain styles.

Bone China

Product can
be recycled

The most popular styles of
promotional mug we offer.

Porcelain

Click to download
Product Data Sheet

Earthenware

No other manufacturer has the same level of internal capacity,
control of supply or range of decoration facilities as us. Based
in the UK, our 20,000 square foot dedicated mug factory is
capable of decorating in excess of 12 million mugs a year;
enabling us to offer an unbeatable promotional collection. We
are continuously investing in our factories to increase capacity,
offer new and innovative processes and ultimately ensure that
we offer the very best service.

Our dedicated ceramics facility
is crammed full of the very
latest technology.

Processes

Ceramics

Symbol
Key

48 hour express
despatch from
approval

Standard lead time

Minimum product
order quantity

Made from
recycled materials

Delivery

Colours available
as standard

As our highly automated production facility is based in the UK,
we can offer exceptionally fast delivery as standard. Our average
lead time is generally around five days from proof approval.
If you have a last minute campaign or incredibly tight deadline, we can offer a 48
hour dispatch service provided we receive print ready artwork before 12 noon, we
will dispatch 48 hours later.
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Processes

Etching

Our dedicated ceramics facility is crammed full of the very latest technology; in
fact, we practice more processes than any ceramics manufacturer and we do so
all under one roof. Having complete control of the production process enables
us to offer incredibly competitive prices on the highest quality products.

This elegant branding technique can add depth to your
promotional campaign. We can etch your design into the actual
mug body giving a 3D effect to your logo. We can etch either
Pantone® matched ColourCoat mugs or our standard glazed
mug styles.

Our in house development team are continuously introducing new and
innovative lines and processes to keep this staple product collection fresh
and desirable.

Processes

A Guide To Our Processes

ColourCoat
Thanks to our very own custom built robotic spray line, we can
apply a Pantone® matched coating to the outer body of a choice
of cermic mugs, glassware and travelmugs.

Screen print

Choose from a matt, gloss, metallic or neon finish.

Dye Sublimation

The most popular method of decorating promotional ceramics.
Thanks to our state of the art screen printing machines, we can
print a wide range of body styles with up to 5 spot colours,
achieving incredibly tight registration and fine detail.

We have the most technologically advanced sublimation plant of
any ceramics manufacturer. Sublimation printing offers stunning
photographic print quality, simply unobtainable by any other means.
This process can be used to decorate a wide choice of drinkware.

Decal print

Dye Sub Duraglaze®

Decal printing is one of the most traditional methods for decorating
mugs. This print process enables us to decorate unusual mug
shapes and is being used increasingly more often to add impact to
a mug by decorating the handle or inside.

Our very own patent protected, Duraglaze® sublimation
PhotoMugs, are the only truly 100% dishwasher proof photo mug
on the market; independently tested to over 2000 washes, offering
exceptional value for money.

AntiBug®

Dye Sub SatinSub®

Imagine how quickly germs spread in a busy workplace. AntiBug®
mugs kill 99.9% of bacteria within a 24 hour period. This is our very
own, patent protected treatment, and is available on our collection
of screen printed and ColourCoat mugs. Look out for the AntiBug®
symbol throughout this brochure or find out more on page.

Concieved and developed by us, this product is completely new
to the market. Printed using dye sublimation, the SatinSub®
finish offers a sharp and vibrant finish to make your design really
stand out.
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Processes

Processes

Budget Busters
One colour print in one position...
at an exceptional price.

Our new
colour match
system

If budget is key then our Budget Busters could be the answer!
We offer a choice of bestselling mugs and glassware printed with a
single colour print in one position at a very competitive price.

Budget Buster Durham
12130DUR

Budget Buster Bell
12130BEL

Why settle for second best?

Our exciting new TruColour® service enables you to have your very
own choice of Pantone® colour printed directly onto an extensive
collection of screen printed mugs.
You are no longer limited by the traditional colour pallet offered
by other ceramics decorators; we can offer you colour choice like
never before!
65mm

57mm
70mm

40mm

Budget Buster Marrow
12130MAR

Budget Buster Sparta
12130SPA

48mm

Budget Buster GlassMug
12130GLA

61mm

Single Print
Colour
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70mm

Single
Position

57mm
60mm

40mm

Single
Logo

What’s more, our revolutionary TruColour® process can be applied
to coloured mugs without loss of vibrancy. Colours which would
have traditionally been dulled when printed onto a dark surface
appear bright and vibrant; making the design really stand out.

Exceptional
Price
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Earthenware

Earthenware

Earthenware

Marrow 12171

Durham 12174

The most popular styles of promotional
mug; stylish and cost effective with a large
branding area for your promotional message.
Our specialist screen print machines are
designed to provide you with exceptional
print quality and fine detail. What’s more,
our process can offer you exceptional colour
reproduction, even on dark coloured mugs
which would traditionally dull your design.
Atlantic 12175

Bell 12172

Milan 12188

Newbury 12184

Latte 12195

Lincoln 12177

Quadra 12182

Sparta 12173
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Porcelain

Earthenware

Small In Size, Big In Impact

Porcelain

Our collection of small but perfectly formed
earthenware mugs have been designed for
coffee makers. Exclusively available from
us, the Dinky Durham, Little Latte and Mini
Marrow can also be decorated in full colour
by dye sublimation, or Pantone® matched
with our ColourCoat process.
Dinky Durham 12149

Little Latte 12196

The material made to produce Porcelain mugs is finer and lighter
than traditional Earthenware mugs. Choose from our three elegant
and popular porcelain styles.

Torino 12146

Florence 12148

Roma 12147

Mini Marrow 12183
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SatinTouch™
Mugs

Bone China

Bone China

China mugs are elegant, light and very white
in appearance. We offer a wide choice, from
the traditional Opal to the more unusual
Cylinder shape. We tend to decorate these
styles with a decal or screen print and can
even print on the inside or handle for added
impact.

Lyric 12141

Opal 12176

Our new SatinTouch™ Mugs are so tactile
you will not be able to put them down!
The unique and patent protected satin effect
is applied to the mug outer. We offer the
SatinTouch™ effect on a selection of mugs
in a range of colours.

Tall Waist 12143

Etched Mugs

Marlborough 12181

Add depth to your promotional campaign
with our 3D etching process. Your design
can be permanently etched into any of
the mugs shown in this brochure, either
onto a plain white mug for a subtle finish
or accompanying a Pantone® matched
ColourCoat Mug.

11oz
313ml

Available on:
• Standard glazes
• ColourCoat mugs

Life 12142

• Porcelain
• Bone china

Espresso 12145

Boston 12144

Cylinder 12140
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Multi-Position
Branding
Decal printing is one of the most traditional
methods for decorating mugs. This print
process enables us to decorate unusual
mug shapes and is increasingly used to add
impact to a mug by decorating the handle
or the inside.
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Our exclusive patent protected Duraglaze
coating creates the only 100% dishwasher
proof PhotoMug in Europe; independently
tested to British standard BS EN 12875-4 for
over 2000 washes! Pioneered by us over 12
years ago, a Duraglaze mug has never faded
even when washed in a high temperature
commercial dishwasher or with
powerball tablets and other modern,
powerful cleaning detergents. This
gives you greater value than the
nearest alternatives and will last
ten times as long as any other
PhotoMugs on the market. We
offer a wide choice of mug
body styles with the Duraglaze
coating; which is only available
from us.

Duraglaze® El Grande 12166

Duraglaze® Dinky Durham 12190

Duraglaze® Sparta 12167

Duraglaze® Can 12156

Duraglaze® Windsor 12170

PhotoMugs

PhotoMugs

Duraglaze®
PhotoMugs

Duraglaze® Durham 12165

Duraglaze® Latte 12168SMA

Duraglaze® Little Latte 12197LIT

Duraglaze® Marrow 12205

Duraglaze® Mini Marrow 12206
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Budget PhotoMugs

SatinSub PhotoMugs
®

Budget Latte PhotoMug
12178SMA

Budget PhotoMug 12179

The Budget PhotoMug is comparable
with other dishwasher safe PhotoMugs
on the market and is ideal if price is a key
factor. It is not as durable as our Duraglaze
PhotoMugs which offer exceptional value
for money.

Choose from a selection of bestselling
body styles and finishes all decorated by
dye sublimation for impact that is simply
unobtainable by any other means.

Patent protected, conceived and developed by us, this unique product
is completely new to the market and is globally exclusive to us.
The stylish SatinSub® PhotoMug has a satin-touch finish and is
printed in full colour by dye sublimation, offering sharp and crisp

bright colours making your designs really stand out. Choose from
four different body styles; the bestselling Durham, our popular Latte
or the new and unique Dinky Durham and Little Latte varieties.

SatinSub® Marrow
12198MAR

SatinSub® Durham
12198DUR

SatinSub® Latte
12198LAT

SatinSub® Mini Marrow
12198MIN

SatinSub® Dinky Durham
12198DIN

SatinSub® Little Latte
12198LIT

InnerSparkle™
..or your outer sparkle! Choose from
two new effects to add impact to your
promotional mug.
Inner SparkleMugs™ have a gold or silver
finish applied to the inside of a Durham
mug, the outer mug is branded by Dye
Sublimation offering stunning full
colour print.
Add sparkle to festive campaigns with
SparkleMugs™, now available from only
72 pieces. Designs are printed in full colour
and given a silver metallic finish.
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PhotoMugs

PhotoMugs

Durham Black (PhotoMug)
12164

WoWMugs

ChalkMugs

®

Reveal your promotional message with
promotional WoWMugs®. We offer a range
of mug styles with a heat sensitive coating;
when hot liquid is added your image is
revealed. Why not add a screen overprint
to your design meaning that part of your
message is always on show.

Scribble, write, jot or doodle, then simply wipe
away and start again. The ChalkMug is a fun way of
communicating without even moving your lips. Handy
when there’s no pen and paper, or just for fun!

Latte WoWMug®
12161SMA

Tall Latte WoWMug®
12161TAL

Satin ColourChange
12162

Durham 12169DUR

Marrow 12169MAR

Mini Marrow 12169MIN

Bell 12169BEL

Sparta 12169SPA

Opal 12169OPA

16oz
473ml
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We offer a range of different ChalkMug shapes and
can even offer Pantone® matched ChalkMugs from
just 288 pieces.
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Specialist

Specialist

Durham WoWMug® 12160

ColourCoat Mugs
Our state-of-the-art robotic spray line
enables us to offer you Pantone® matched
mugs in a selection of finishes from just
288 pieces.

ColourCoat Dinky Durham 12155DIN

ColourCoat Little Latte 12155LIT

ColourCoat Latte 12155LAT

ColourCoat Torino 12155TOR

Marrow 12155MAR

Specialist

Specialist

In addition to the bestselling gloss
ColourCoat, we can also offer a stylish matt
finish as well as fluorescent and metallic
colours. We can even Pantone® match our
ChalkMugs. Choose from a selection of
body styles!

ColourCoat Mini Marrow
12155MIN

ColourCoat Gloss Durham 12155DUR

Add impact with a promotional message
or logo on the inside of your mug via a
process exclusive to us. Thanks to our
in house production facility we have
complete control of your order.

ColourCoat Roma 12155ROM

ColourCoat Bell 12155BEL

ColourCoat Opal
12155OPA
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ColourCoat Sparta
12155SPA
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Inner & Outer
ColourCoat Mugs
We are very excited to launch our new Inner
ColourCoat Mugs; engineered by and exclusively
available from us. We can now Pantone® match the
inside of a mug to your client’s choice of Pantone®
colour. The outside of the mug can be decorated with
a simple yet effective screen printed branding or in full
colour using the dye sublimation print process.

Inner ColourCoat Duraglaze PhotoMug
12401DUR

Manufactured in our UK production plant, on our
very own in house robotic spray line, this product is
available with your choice of Pantone® colours from
just 288 pieces on a range of body styles.
Inner ColourCoat mugs help to create a truly eye
catching and unique campaign.

Inner & Outer ColourCoat Marrow
12403MAR

Specialist

Specialist

Inner ColourCoat Durham
12401DUR
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Neon ColourCoat
Originally developed by Listawood and
available in a choice of eye popping
colours, our Neon mugs will ensure that
messages really stand out from the crowd.
Don’t forget, we print using our innovative
TruColour® colour match system; hitting
your chosen pantone colour and incredible
print detail.

Neon ColourCoat Latte 12155LIT

ColourCoat Processes
Matt ColourCoat
A new, modern and stylish matt finish in
your choice of Pantone® colour from just
288 pieces. Choose from a selection of
body styles.

The Neon finish is applied using our very
own, in house, state of the art robotic spray
line and is just one of the extensive range of
colours, effects and finishes offered by us.
Opt for classic Gloss or why not try the new,
and exclusive to Listawood Matt finish on a
selection of our bestselling mugs including
a number of unique mug body styles. Speak
to your usual sales contact to request a
sample pack.

Gloss ColourCoat

Specialist

Specialist
Specialist

Our original and bestselling finish, the
gloss effect gives your Pantone® colour
extra vibrancy. Available in any Pantone®
colour from just 288 pieces, our entire
ColourCoat mug collection is decorated in
the UK for fast delivery.

Metallic ColourCoat

MedalMug™

Celebrate success or reward recipients
with MedalMugs™. Available in matt
gold, silver or bronze, medal mugs help
to produce winning campaigns.
MedalMugs™ can also be
individually boxed and we
can even include a tasty
treat for added impact.

Add lustre to your campaign with our
metallic finish. These mugs are available
in any of the metallic options from the
Pantone® colour palette.

Neon ColourCoat
Make your mug stand out from the crowd
with a choice of neon coloured coatings.
We can offer any of the neon colours from
the Pantone® colour palette on a choice of
mug body styles.
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TravelMugs

H2GO Drinks Bottle
12300
Brighten up any commute with our stylish, high quality collection of
TravelMugs. The latest addition to our portfolio is the Rio TravelMug;
new for 2015 and uniquely available from Listawood with a full
colour, photo quality print. Decorated in the UK, we offer the Rio
TravelMug with a choice of white or black cap options, individually
boxed and from just 84 units.

We offer an exciting range of high quality
TravelMugs. Choose from a range of
innovative decoration methods to ensure
that your promotional product has impact.
TravelMugs are a practical corporate gift that
ensure your message travels with the owner
on the go.

Malabar Gloss ColourCoat 12194GLO

The Rio TravelMug is one of several unique lines engineered by
Listawood to offer high impact branding. As well as a selection of full
colour branded TravelMugs, we also offer Pantone® matching onto a
choice of styles from just 288 pieces.

Traditionally TravelMugs have only been
available in a selection of standard colours.
Stand out from the crowd with our unique
and exciting collection which can be
Pantone® matched to your specification
for a truly unique promotion. What’s more,
choose from a range of specialist finishes
and effects including gloss, matt, neon and
metallic. ColourCoat TravelMugs are available
from just 288 pieces and are Pantone®
matched and decorated in our very own
UK production facilities giving us complete
control of orders.

Rio Photo TravelMug 12204

Malabar Matt ColourCoat
12194MAT

TravleMugs

TravleMugs

Our stylish new H2Go sports bottle is a water bottle that filters as
you drink. The H2Go is supplied with a replaceable filter, enabling
you to improve the taste of water from your tap. Each H2Go bottle
is the equivalent to 300 single-serve plastic water bottles offering
exceptional value for money and added brand recognition.
H2Go bottles are available in a choice of cap colours from just 120
units, branded with your screen printed design in the UK for fast
delivery. Replacement filters are also available from UK stock.
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Robusta Photo 12199PHO

Thermal PhotoFlask 12191

Malabar Photo
12194PHO

Sumatra (Insert) 12185

Columbian (Plastic)
12187

TakeAway Mug (ceramic) 12186

Aluminium Bottle (600ml)
12180600W

Aluminium Bottle (400ml)
12180400W

Our exclusive new Photo TravelMugs offer
a stunning, photographic quality print
onto a large area of our TravelMugs. Photo
TravelMugs are available from just 96 pieces
and can be dispatched in 48 hours.
Aluminium Sports bottles are ideal for cold
drinks and can be used at the gym, a school
trip or whenever you are on the go. Ceramic
TakeAway Mugs are a popular promotional
item; double walled and supplied with a
silicon lid.
Stylish 350ml Thermal TravelMugs are both
practical and desirable. These fully insulated
flasks keep your drinks hotter for longer
and are supplied with a black lid which
doubles as a cup for use on the go. They
have the added benefit of a stunning full
colour print, running right from the top
to the bottom of the flask. Choose from a
white or silver finish.
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TravleMugs

TravleMugs

Robusta ColourCoat 12199GLO

Our collection of clear glassware includes a
choice of beer glasses, tumblers and glass
mugs. Your design can be etched into the
mug for a subtle frosted effect or printed in
spot colours.

Glassware

Thermochromic Glass 10540

Reinforce your brand with an eye catching
full colour, photographic print onto tumblers
or glass mugs. Finished with a stylish frosted
effect and available from just 72 pieces.

ColourCoat Glass

Following the market’s thirst for heat sensitive
colour change mugs, Listawood have
introduced ThermoGlass. At normal room
temperature, the glass has a white, frosted
appearance. Users will watch in wonder as
the glass changes colour when cold liquid
is added. This innovative new offering is
available in a selection of colours.

PhotoMug (Glass) 10540

6oz Glass 10600

10oz Glass 10602

Reinforce your brand with our exciting range of frosted and colour
matched glassware. Choose from a selection of popular glass styles
in a range of sizes, Pantone® matched from just 288 pieces. Your
glass can be decorated with a screen print logo or for added imact
we can etch your logo or design into the glass.

ColourCoat Glass Mug 10603

Photo Highball 10540

12oz Glass 10601

Highball (6oz) 10500

Highball (10oz) 10502

Highball (12oz) 10501

Fluted Beer Glass 10510

Tulip (small) 10520

Tulip (large) 10521

10oz Gloss Glass 10603

Glassware

Glassware
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Acrylic Mugs

Body Styles Guide

Plastic PhotoMug 18045

Legend
ColourCoat

We offer a range of robust plastic mugs and tumblers, all supplied
in a variety of finishes. Choose from two body styles of mug
with translucent or glitter finishes. If you are looking for an
environmentally friendly promotion then opt for 'reclaim' versions
made from recycled plastics.

Atlantic

Bell

Boston

Cambridge

Etching
Duraglaze

Tumblers are ideal for promotions targeted at children, Our tumblers
can be stacked for easy storage and the clear, glitter purple, red and
blue are available from stock.

Sublimation
AntiBug

The plastic PhotoMug is decorated at our UK factory in full colour by
dye sublimation.

Ergo Acrylic Mug 18042

Spot Print

SatinSub

Tumbler Acrylic Cup 18043

Packaging

Spectrum Acrylic Mug
18041

Acetate Boxes

Polystyrene Box

White Mailing Box

Full Colour Box

Durham

Small Latte

Dinky Durham

Can

Espresso

Florence

El Grande

Cylinder

Little Latte

Tall Latte

Lyric

Marlborough

Marrow

Acrylic Mugs

We source a selection of protective and presentational packaging
for our range of mugs. Choose from three sizes of robust cardboard
carton for individual units or opt for reinforced cardboard containers
if posting larger orders of four-six units. Displaying your design?
Show it off while protecting from dust, dirt and debris with an
acetate presentation box. For minimal risk consider our savvy
polystyrene cartons, an ever popular packaging option that slots
snugly around your mug.
Life

Lincoln

Body Styles
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Mini Marrow

Milan

Newbury

Opal

Quadra

Roma

Sparta

Tall Waist

Take Away

Windsor

Black PhotoMug

Spectrum Mug

Malabar
TravelMug

Robusta
TravelMug

Aluminium
Bottle 400ml

Fluted Glass

Glass Mug
ColourCoat

Columbian
TravelMug

Small Highball
Glass

Medium
Highball Glass

Tall Highball
Glass

Glass Mug PhotoMug

WoW Durham

WoW Latte

WoW Tall Latte

Satin WoW
Durham

Acrylic
Tumbler

Rio
TravelMug

H2GO
Drinks Bottle

Tulip Large Glass

Torino

Sumatra
TravelMug

Spectrum Glitter

Ergo

Aluminium
Bottle 600ml

Thermal
PhotoFlask

Body Styles

Body Styles

Tulip Small Glass
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Why buy
from us?
Our 20,000 square foot dedicated mug
factory is capable of decorating 12 million
units per year and enables us to offer you an
unbeatable collection of promotional mugs.
We are continuously investing in our factories
to increase our capacity and give you the best
possible service.
Our in-house robotic spray line decorates
ceramics and glassware from low order
quantities. Pantone® matched drinkware is
available from just 288 units.
Our patent protected Duraglaze® PhotoMugs
have been independently tested to over
2000 washes. This exceptional coating was
pioneered by us over 12 years ago and we
have never had a single complaint about
fading. The coating is equally as durable
when washed in a commercial dishwasher or
with powerball tablets and other powerful
cleaning detergents.
We offer an extensive collection of bestselling
screen printed mugs. Look out for our stylish
new ceramic body styles which include 3 new
porcelain lines and a Dinky Durham version of
our bestselling Durham mug. All available for
spot colour decoration from just 72 pieces.

AntiBug

®

Pioneering innovations are regularly introduced into our
portfolio such as the award winning AntiBug® treatment,
which kills 99.9% of bacteria and is applied in our UK
production facility. We can apply our patented treatment to
a collection of mugs, coasters, mouse mats and counter mats.

We offer an extensive collection of mug
body styles within our industry leading ,
screen printed ceramic lines. Our in house
technology enables us to offer fast leadtimes and a flexible service.

Utilising our in-house robotic spray line
to ColourCoat mugs, glassware, and most
recently travel flasks means that we can
offer Pantone® matched colours on a
range of drink ware from just 288 pieces.
Historically this kind of personalisation
would be done in the Far East, demanding
high minimum order quantities.

We pioneered the launch of sublimation
printed PhotoMugs and WoWMugs into
the promotional market over 10 years
ago and are the only supplier in Europe
to offer our exclusive patent protected
Duraglaze® PhotoMugs.

